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Drs. Malone and McCullough: Get Politics Out of Healthcare

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Medical freedom is a right that must be protected for all; it transcends politics and applies to

people regardless of political party. Speaking with The New American at the Conservative Political

Action Committee (CPAC) conference in Orlando, Florida, Dr. Robert Malone, the inventor of the

mRNA and DNA vaccine core platform technology, and Dr. Peter McCullough, cardiologist, internist

and epidemiologist, called for politics to get out of the health care arena.

“This disease has been politicized, and it shouldn’t have been,” Malone said, referring to COVID-19.

The government controlling health care is a core problem, Malone says, as politicians have stepped

in to dictate patient care. “Frankly, Tony Fauci is a politician at this point,” Malone added, explaining

that politicians are now mandating health care through a “menu-driven system,” which doesn’t allow

physicians like McCullough to practice medicine and save patients’ lives.

“They’re trying to implement a strategy, which is a top-down one, that’s favored by insurance

companies, that’s favored by Big Pharma, favored by big hospital chains, but is absolutely not the

kind of medical care that the American people want,” Malone explained.

Early Treatment Suppressed

McCullough, who was once a full professor of medicine at Texas A&M College of Medicine in Dallas

and the editor of two medical journals who has published 650 peer-reviewed papers, has been

vocal throughout the pandemic about the importance of early treatment. This is the ]rst time in his

career when he saw medical providers not offering early treatment for a disease.

It typically takes two to three weeks for someone with COVID-19 to get sick enough to be

hospitalized, and during that time early treatment can be lifesaving. However, during the pandemic,

treatment was largely withheld until a person was hospitalized.

The rationale was that there have been no large, randomized trials conducted to know which

treatments are safe and effective but, as McCullough said, “We can’t wait for large randomized

trials … Something got in the minds of doctors and nurses and everyone to not treat COVID-19. I

couldn’t stand it.” He and colleagues worked feverishly to ]gure out a treatment — why didn’t

national health organizations do so also?

“Our government and other governments, and the entire world, has not lifted a ]nger to reduce the

risk of hospitalization and death anywhere,” McCullough said, pointing out the irony: “If there was a

kid with asthma, would we let the kid wheeze and choke for two weeks before the kid has to go to

the hospital? No, we give the child medications. We don’t have randomized trials for every single

thing that we do.”

While some physician organizations have stepped up and are treating COVID-19 patients, “The ivory

tower today still is not treating patients. The party line in my health system is, do not treat a COVID-

19 patient as an outpatient. Wait for them to get sick enough to be admitted because my health

system … follows the National Institutes of Health or the follows the Center for Disease Control,

period.”

CDC Caught Withholding Data

An exposé by The New York Times revealed in February 2022 that the U.S. Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention hasn’t published most of the data it’s been collecting during the pandemic.

Data such as U.S. hospitalizations for COVID-19 according to age, race and injection status are

among the statistics that the CDC has been hiding from the American public.

And while the CDC published data on COVID-19 boosters’ effectiveness in adults under 65, it didn’t

include data for 18- to 49-year-olds, “the group least likely to bene]t from extra shots.”

According to CDC spokeswoman Kristen Nordlund, the CDC hasn’t released all of the data “because

basically, at the end of the day, it’s not yet ready for prime time.”  But, The New York Times reported,

“Another reason is fear that the information might be misinterpreted, Ms. Nordlund said.”

In reality, had the data revealed what the CDC wanted, it would have been released. In their ogcial

reasoning, however, Nordlund said that the data represent only 10% of the U.S. population, using

that as an argument for why they didn’t release it. “But the CDC has relied on the same level of

sampling to track iniuenza for years,” according to The New York Times. Further, it noted:

“[T]he C.D.C. has been routinely collecting information since the Covid vaccines were =rst

rolled out last year, according to a federal o?cial familiar with the effort. The agency has

been reluctant to make those =gures public, the o?cial said, because they might be

misinterpreted as the vaccines being ineffective.”

Misinterpreted? “Let’s be clear,” Steve Kirsch, executive director of the Vaccine Safety Research

Foundation, wrote. “The only way the vaccine data could be interpreted as ineffective by us

‘misinformation spreaders’ is if the data shows the vaccines don’t work … The truth is the data

didn't support their narrative so they hid it.

Do you think they would hide the data if it showed the vaccines worked? Of course not! … CDC

admits it withheld data from the public because they didn’t want to create vaccine hesitancy.”

CDC Engaged in ScientiAc Fraud

Malone believes that the CDC withholding evidence about COVID-19 shot safety is scienti]c

fraud:

“If I was to publish a study in which I had a large body of epidemiological data, and I

decided to only publish part of it, because I wanted to advance some agenda, I would be

guilty of scienti=c fraud. The paper would be withdrawn, I would be kicked out of my

academic institution … I would be guilty of scienti=c fraud. That’s what this is.”

The CDC, he says, has become more of a political arm and is not serving its intended function of

providing frontline data. “They’ve become purely a political organization and arm of the executive

branch, and what they have done is, in my opinion, obscene,” Malone said.

The CDC’s politicization and dereliction in their duties underlies the attacks that Malone and

McCullough have sustained, as anything that doesn’t have the CDC’s mark of approval is deemed

misinformation. “But now we’ve learned who’s really been spreading medical misinformation is the

CDC,” Malone said. “I think we’re all owed an apology.”

Further, with the continued release of data, “it turns out we are completely vindicated,” Malone

continued. “We have been speaking the truth and it’s a truth that’s been hidden from the American

public and, more important, it’s been hidden from other physicians and it’s been hidden from public

health authorities … What’s going on here is criminal in my opinion.”

Lack of Data Transparency Putting Americans at Risk

The CDC’s refusal to publish pertinent pandemic data is only one example of a lack of transparency

that’s put Americans’ health at risk. “The most important data that the CDC holds is on vaccine

safety,” McCullough says.

“They have millions of reports. So they have a lot of data to go over and they owe America

an explanation on safety. There is a prevailing view, in the CDC and in the FDA, they’re the

o?cial sponsors of the U.S. vaccine program, and the prevailing view is that the vaccine

will not be effective until everybody takes it — and not just once but in a repetitive, serial

fashion. And I can tell you that prevailing view, in my personal estimation, is Mawed.”

Other areas of concern on data transparency include the FDA and P]zer attempting to hide clinical

trial data for 75 years. “When I saw that, that’s when I got very vocal and said fraud has occurred.

How do I know that? They won’t show us the clinical data,” former Blackrock portfolio manager

Edward Dowd said.  This should be a red iag for all Americans. McCullough said:

“The FDA and P=zer are being sued for release of their full dossier. Many of you know that

there now is an accelerated release of the data, but the reluctance to release information

on a biological product that each and every American is being asked, if not mandated, to

take, the reluctance to do so should make everyone concerned.”

Disturbing Department of Defense (DOD) data on COVID injection side effects have also been

uncovered. DOD whistleblowers datamined the DOD health database, revealing signi]cant

increases in rates of miscarriage, cancer, neurological disease and stillbirths since COVID-19 jabs

rolled out.  This has also been kept quiet. McCullough explained:

“The other area of data transparency we’re extremely concerned about is the Department

of Defense epidemiological database information … it’s clear there is a manyfold increase

across many disease categories among our servicemen year over year. The only thing

that’s changed is the administration of the vaccines in large numbers.”

We’re now at a crossroads, and many experts believe it’s only a matter of time before the criminals

behind this scheme are held accountable. “Data transparency at this point in time will be an area

that … will be intensively investigated, and for those who are close to the data, I think they do have a

choice coming up,” McCullough said. “And it’s going to be a matter of them making the right choice

of where they want to end up — on what side of history.”

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

5,807 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Get pro]t-making predatory power upon people out of both, as well as other institutions of class rule and rank, the most dangerous

and deadly condition for human health and well-being. Build a more egalitarian society for liberty and justice for all.
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watesatnoon.com/benjamin-rush-quote  "Unless we put medical freedom into the Constitution, the time will come when medicine will

organize into an undercover dictatorship". --Benjamin Rush   Get the politics out of health "Care" amen, and amen! Greed-based World

dictatorship is at stake! I am glad many doctors are waking up and speaking out, and hope that many more do! When lyme doctors

were prosecuted ---and persecuted---for treating their patients as required for healing, it became clear that so-called CDC "Guidelines"

are really unconstitutional mandates.

Right then, I thought that doctors must be left free to practice medicine per their own best judgment, and based on in-person contact

with the patient, not by cookie cutter remote. Plus, there is something very sinister about monied interests getting into so called

"health" "Care". Witness the Food AND DRUG Administration (an inherent coniict of interest!) approving known carcinogens in our

foods. Now the CDC and other powers that be all virtually gunpoint people, "your body or your livelihood!" These are the "authorities"

(that's just what they unlawfully assume themselves to be, per Fifth Circuit Court ruling!

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/biden-administration-covid-vaccine..  ) who are are supposed to trust? I say, anything that

virtually gunpoints, is a criminal operation of the highest order, and needs to be prosecuted as such.

Trustworthy? Helpful? Healing? Come on. If the CDC is withholding data to this moment about harsh "side effects" better known as

medical maiming, and death statistics, then surely this is not anything trustworthy at all!

blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/11/14/what-msm-isn_192..  The mainstream population really has to wake up!

Question authority! "Necessity is the plea for every infringement of human freedom. It is the argument of tyrants, it is the creed of

slaves" William PItt Jr.
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Great minds, Mirandola!
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If we followed the Constitution, this would take care of itself. Why did we let it go off track so far? it's sad. I have been voting

Libertarian for the last 30 years, and I will continue to do so.
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I ]nd it very frustrating that the best doctors don't take insurance, but they are the best in part because they don't have

insurance companies dictating to them what kind of treatment they are allowed to give a patient. Even though it is more money

out of my pocket, the cost of such treatment is less because it is more effective and expensive prescriptions are kept to a

minimum. Doctors must be allowed to do their jobs to the best of their ability rather than to the whims of the government, big

pharma, and insurance companies.
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"Unless we put medical freedom into the Constitution, the time will come when medicine will organize into an undercover

dictatorship". --Benjamin Rush And include food and water also.
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***Skupe59***, thank you and very much, as much to you! Hats off and appreciation!

***TheRealJones*** thank you for always being on the right side of the street! How did we let it get this far? My personal

opinion is because people don't assert themselves either with rights or the law, both alike. If people were more assertive and

insisted that powers that be follow the law, we might have a different picture. I've seen it work! We also need to get the money

out of campaign politics. Therein lies the core problem, that politicians and powers that be are bribed. Ethical people will not

allow themselves to be bought, and hence we have very few ethical people in high positions. That is the problem, right there!

Throw em out!

***Jackaroni you always have wonderful insights and are always on the right side of the street. Heartfelt thank you! Here is

something people can do if they can't afford doctors who don't accept insurance: Go to the Foundation Center Library, now

merged with Candid https://www.candid.org  this is a library specializing in nothing but grants. The Foundation Center LIbrary's

books are in mainstream libraries, they were established in the 1950s and are the go to source for nonpro]ts. On Candid's

website, see the Foundation Grants to Individuals series. Sign up, and then search topics that apply, such as area of need,

geographical location, gender, religious background, ethnic background, your profession, etc.

Find grantors with matching causes and then read their philosophy and funding history. Write a grant proposal accordingly,

backed by proof of ]nancial need and a doctor's letter. If they turn you down ask why, jot notes and resubmit a revised proposal,
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Get Politics Out of Health Care
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

Dr. Robert Malone and Dr. Peter McCullough call for politics to get out of the health care arena'

The government controlling health care is a core problem, as politicians have stepped in to dictate patient care, which doesn’t allow physicians to

practice medicine and save patients’ lives

'

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention hasn’t published most of the data it’s been collecting during the pandemic, constituting

scienti]c fraud

'

The CDC has become a purely political organization and arm of the executive branch'

Lack of data transparency at the CDC, between the FDA and P]zer regarding clinical trial data and about injection side effects registered in a

Department of Defense database, is putting Americans’ health at risk

'
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backed by proof of ]nancial need and a doctor's letter. If they turn you down ask why, jot notes and resubmit a revised proposal,

it can be the second try that is the lucky charm. Allow several months for Boards to choose winning candidates. Voila! There

can be funding, paid directly to the medical provider (I got $9,000 in funding for alternative medical treatments previously from

several combined sources). Good luck!
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Grulla, whew! Whistle. My god! To think that such a day has come that this is even necessary! the corruption has gone way

above and beyond out of control. It's time for people to assert their legal boundaries! Sheesh.
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I feel very badly for people who have trusted everyone up to now and are only now seeing the man behind the curtain while being

terri]ed and coerced. The saddest thing to me is the look on the faces or the vaccine injured who are now having the lights come on

while being eaten up by the money/control machine at the expense of their health.
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How do we get corruption out of any institution anyone can list? It all goes beyond just the gov't. Fauci is a corruption to have existed

for decades at the top of a food chain feeding thou shalt- thou shalt not for all involved throughout the whole medical system &

attacking those who may have treatments that heal the body, but not $$$, Power &/or Control. Why did it take this long to see it?
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I love these 2 dr.s they deal with reality!  but as long as we have climate change fear mongering and blaming humans for co2

contamination which is code for reducing population we will have wars, we will have evil rich people like Bill Gates and the more

Mercola has Ronnie Cummins writing articles about humans affecting climate change on his blog the less con]dence I have in Dr.

Mercola who I love!
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Your mention of humans affecting climate change, put a nickel in me, I am going to spout off. Back when there was a

newspaper here in Columbus Ohio, I read it from time to time. There was a daily or weekly column, written by a professor of

biology at “The” Ohio State University. He was saying how an upcoming projected couple degree shift in Ohio’s temperature

would extinctasize some speci]c species, the animal would not be able to adjust, something about migration patterns being

disturbed. I’m sitting there thinking, well, Ohio can be -20 Fahrenheit, all the way to 100 Fahrenheit.

So yes, a two degree change, I can de]nitely see how that animal, that survives a 120 degree temperature variation, would be

killed by a two degree variation.  So I do believe that there would be a global mean average temperature, but just how would it

be measured? It could be estimated, to within a certain level of precision, what would that range of precision be? I would think

the range would be greater than any genius written computer model could predict.

I may have said that wrong, but you get the point.  Would you be using the temperature: at ground level?, ]ve feet up?, ten feet

up?, one hundred feet up?, in the summer?, in the winter?, at the equator?, at the poles?, in the morning?, in the evening?, on the

plains?, in the mountains?, in the desert?, in the shade?, in the sun?, in the rain?, over the ocean?, ]ve feet deep?, one hundred

feet deep?, during El Niño?, during el Nina?, in the rain forest?, in the city?(most earth area is outside of cities), etc, etc, and etc.

I know today, it was 30 Fahrenheit at 7 am, and it is now above 70 Fahrenheit this afternoon. Pretty much all because of: carbon

emissions? Greenhouse gasses? NO, I’m pretty darn sure that all of that 40 degree increase was due to the SUN.  So you had

better understand that a 30 degree shift in 8 hours, is not as stressful on biology as an imagined 2 degree shift in decades. You

do want that OSU diploma.
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Bring a proponent of Dr. Benjamin Rush's Medical Freedom quote to Congress and make this an IMMEDIATE new Amendment to the

Constitution (which should have been added to the document in 1787 or 88). I would add that "...forbidding men of equal talents and

knowledge..." should include nutritionists, chiropractors, etc. Dr. Benjamin Rush did state: #22 -- “Conferring exclusive privileges upon

bodies of physicians, and forbidding men of equal talents and knowledge, under severe penalties from practicing medicine within

certain districts of cities and countries." healthfreedom.info/DR%20BENJAMIN%20RUSH%20QUOTE.htm   Mirandola asked for

clari]cation on my comment and here it is: If you look at the link I provided above, The ]rst part of my comment is what we think Rush

said, but what he has really been quoted as saying is the 2nd part of my comment.

I added in: should include nutritionists, chiropractors, etc. Adjunct medical specialties like nutrition, chiropractic, ND should NEVER be

punished as they are with insurance but continue to be listened to even if medical doctors are not. I believe nutrition is so much more

important than medicine. As with the planned fake virus, I for one and hundreds of millions of others never went to a doctor. We just

listened to our bodies, were out in the sun, taking supplements and not listening to the MSM nonsense. I think Dr. Rush would be very

pleased with this.
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Skupe et al A) it's called discrimination for pro]teering purposes. And it's more than that. It is a crime of a violent nature to hold

back peoples' health progress. Why isn't it considered murder to hold back peoples' natural health progress if natural health is

they way they want to go? What if some peoples' bodies can't tolerate mainstream medication? B) With all the side effects and

deaths from the current MRNA vaxing, I suspect that there is going to be a pendulum swing, a cause and effect, in which people

will defect in droves to natural medicine.

C) Natural medicine should not be so-called "alternative medicine". It should be ]rst in line, and with mainstream medicine as

backup only when needed. Or, it should be as people choose, for themselves, based on their own comfort level. D) Apparently

BigPharma is so jealous and so greedy that they can't be happy with that, they feel that they have to have world monopoly,

power and control. Going so far as to virtually gunpoint people, "Your Body or Your Livelihood" which can really mean, your life

and ability to eat, and sweeping side effects/death under the rug, well they are criminal to no end.

This is high level violent crime if you ask me, and I hope the day comes that they are prosecuted for it, as clever lawyers can

indeed overcome so called "legal" immunity, which I challenge as an unconstitutional gag order! Why do we honor such "laws"

that say "don't talk, don't complain" ? E) The book False Justice, is written by Jim Petro, Ohio's former prosecutor turned whistle

blower.

He wrote that prosecutors overcame the "Legal" immunity of prosecutors who corruptly and knowingly jailed the innocent, by

stating "it is not their distinctive function to..." ]ll in the blanks! Surely BigPharma can be held legally to account and there are

ways! Jail the bums and throw away the key for those hiding death and side effect statistics! An idea whose time has come? I

refuse on my tax dollars, to passively witness such evil.
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Skupe,thank you for your edit. It sounds then, as if you believe Rush was saying they should be punished?
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For everybody here, regrettably I completely misunderstood Skupe! Please await Skupe's reply but let me hereby also clarify that

writing can be so tricky and is so easily misunderstood! Skupe meant, and means, only very positively and very well! Thank you

Skupe et al! All best wishes! :-)
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Big business has an agenda that is not the sme as human development should be taking so they a interfereing in Government and

regulatory bodies. We need to stop this nonsense before it is too late
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Thank you for this poignant article in the search for truth in our rapidly deteriorating healthcare system. It’s rational and I’m in

agreement that governing bodies have no business making decisions in anyone’s health. Health is not a right, health is the person’s

responsibility. We are all tired of the psyops we’ve all been subjected to by our government, big tech, and Dr. Fauci and his CDC. We

need a counter to our own government, a counter believe it or not that will ]ght for their individual rights. Yes, that’s like saying our

‘trusted’ government is the enemy of the citizens of the USA. This UN, now WEF, WHO that call for unity in the name of totalitarianism,

is our greatest threat…Covid is a friend by comparison…the Body is the Hero.
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amen therealjones !
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I knew the pandemic was a scam the second time I heard fauci speak. He contradicted everything he said the ]rst time I heard him.
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We talk about early care. My observation is the average person has no idea how to support their health at the ]rst sign of illness.
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Education is key! And nowadays thanks to FDA requirements, natural medicine is all about science and no longer "Just" about

anecdotes...which quite frankly, over the millennia, are far more reliable than studies, if you ask me. I don't know why people talk

about "Just" anecdotes when by the millennia, and evidenced by entire populations, they can't lie. Yet, there is much science

nowadays in natural medicine. Something for people to know, and research.
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One good thing to come out of this bologna virus is I now question everything. Where do any statistics emanate from? Who compiles

what? Who questions the data. Who has to prove any data? Who do you go to for proof? Who can be held responsible? The media will

publish anything it is told to. Do you really believe the CBS poll that Americans across the board, from all walks of life are willing to pay

more for gasoline- whatever the amount to punish Russia??? Do you believe the daily covid counts that are continuously spewed? They

could be pulling them out of their arses and people wouldn't know any better. Don't you know that 92% of all statistics are made up?
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I have talked with perfect strangers and business people, and the gyst is: Many people are waking up. It is great to read your

critical thinking questions, thank you Brianallen! Brilliant mind, and smarts ---and spine---are what it takes to survive this epoch.

Kuddos!!!!! :-)
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A Closer Look at the Gatekeepers of Medical Research

click.mlsend.com/link/c/YT0xOTA2NjIxNzc1MDEwMDc2MjYwJmM9eDZkNSZlPTIxND..
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Nice article! However, you missed an even bigger elephant. The NIAID/NIH has an enormous annual budget, and billions of US

taxpayer dollars are supporting university and govt-sponsored research centers around the US and overseas. It is estimated

that Dr Fauci funds and thereby controls about 60% of all US medical research currently underway.
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rrealrose, not only our money but $$$ ties to the very entities they are promoted as being the police of. When the criminals are

walk back and forth between the cop shop and the crime scene are allowed to be in charge, we get robbed on all counts. It's all

insult to injury.
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Steve, Yes, the old saying still true, "when money talks, bullsh*t walks". However, US govt. funding of researchers far and wide

accounts for why few, if any can actually speak out about mandates, masks or other responses they ]nd illogical and stupid. If

targeted as standing against the current approved for prime-time narrative, their project funding, jobs and their future is at risk -

as learned from Dr. Judy and others before her. Talk about bad politics.
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***Rrrealrose***, that's why we need to recruit more and more (Perhaps retired) physicians to speak out! Kuddos, applause to

those with the courage, ethic and spine to speak out no matter the cost!

***Juststeve***, please see what I wrote about Ohio's former top prosecutor, Jim Petro, and how he overcame the barriers of

"legal" immunity (gag orders!) by saying "it is not their distinctive function to..." and how prosecutors, considered legally

immune, ended up being prosecuted under the law! There are ways to overcome the barriers and we must invoke the law, ]nd

clever ways around bogus ones, and get the bad apples either prosecuted, or ousted, or both! We have a right to take back our

own country and insist on the upheld law, for which we pay with our tax dollars! Insist on it! Hold the boundaries, with judges

too! Don't let them get away with BS, bullies and sel]sh types respect people who hold boundaries and know the law! They are

only inclined to run roughshod in absence of boundaries, true? I think half of the problem is that we, the people lack peaceable,

legal boundaries. Time for a change?
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Last night (NY time), the latest Covid Secrets docuseries aired Episode 1 plus a bonus video. In the bonus video, Dr Henry Ely recounts

his efforts (after 30,000 hrs of research and tracking CDC activities) with 2 Oregon senators to get the Atty General of Oregon to open
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his efforts (after 30,000 hrs of research and tracking CDC activities) with 2 Oregon senators to get the Atty General of Oregon to open

a Grand Jury investigation into myopic changes made by the CDC and FDA, causing 1. a massive over-counting of covid cases, that

drove many to get these untested, unproven shots, causing harm and death. At the same time, 2. actions taken to trash early

treatments could have avoided most deaths. Dr. Ely's story about how "judicial preference" lead their ]rst petition for a grand jury

investigation to go nowhere.

The (2) Oregon senators then requested from their Oregon health authorities the CT counts used for PCR testing and were denied that

information, with a lame response from Oregon health authorities that this information was not being released. The senators recently

re-]led their petition; however, instead of the Oregon Attorney General opening a Grand Jury Investigation, this time their petition was

sent to the Dept of Justice in Washington, DC. Their petition appears to have ]nally gotten on a docket in Washington, but where this

case is heading, no one knows.
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At this juncture, the US does not appear to have a functioning judicial system. if you want to listen to this saga for yourself,

here's a link to a page to sign-up and hear this tale of improprieties and malfeasance leading to massive injuries and deaths,

while most covid-related deaths were unnecessary.

www.thepostemail.com/2022/03/15/episode-1-of-covid-secrets-airs-tuesda..
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The U.S. has a perfectly functioning judicial system. It is operating just how it is designed to since it went from the justice

system to the just-us system.
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Rrealrose, you wrote re withheld information under FOIA request. The ACLU has written about themselves too being

stonewalled, and that it is illegal and an improper invocation to claim bogus things like "public safety" "national security" or any

other such lame "excuse", in order to avoid public embarrassment, inconvenience, etc. The thing that needs to be done is to let

the powers that be know that in withholding such information under bogus conditions, they are out of line with the law. I really

do believe that part of the reason why the system is so unjust is because people lack boundaries and don't tell wrong doers,

right to their face, that they are doing wrong or that they are out of line.

Hold the boundaries, stand straight and dig the heels in! With good boundaries and good legal invocations, things can come

around. I have done it myself, invoking the law where something was ]shy, and i have seen it work with powers that be! I did not

say it will always work, but in many or most cases, I do believe it will. Boundaries are key! And bullies run roughshod over people

who lack boundaries. True?
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Yes, clearer that FOIA request issues ARE being ignored and bolloxed across entire HHS system, including NIH, NIAID, CDC and

any associated agency. (Only Aaron Siri's legal ogce has the magic touch to get things released in a reasonable timeframe!)

However this may be the tip of the iceberg, the part we can see. The DOJ is supposed to be an impartial check to balancing

executive branch actions, not acting as a lapdog for the POTUS. Watch and see how this formal petition for a Grand Jury is

handled, as it is based on HHS mishandling, not following long-established protocals and procedures, jamming the public over a

2-year interval, with no subsequent apologies or shame. Watch The Honorable Xavier Becerra, current head of HHS, that Rand

Paul dug into last year in one of the Senate hearings.
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Rrealrose, clearly they are being ignored and yet, people refuse to speak up wherever this is wrong! As before, this only enables

the dynamic to continue! Why do people refuse to speak up? Fear thereof only causes the boundaries to encroach all the more

and close in on us all like a noose. Is it possible that we, the people are the hand that claps back? Again I am not saying it will

work in every case, but I am saying in many cases it will.. And where it does not, there is a good case against whoever refused

to honor the law and uphold it, both in the public cross sector (articles, blogs, etc forget the mainstream media, step around a

brick wall!) and in court.

Invoke the darned law! What's wrong with that and holding people to it? Time for change? Further, let's consider the Supreme

Court blocked Biden's mandates, the Fifth Circuit Court ruled that health departments have zero constitutional authority, that the

rules have been random from department to department and hence unconstitutional, and more.....there *are* still *Some* real

Americans left in court and there *can* be good rulings! We must not despair entirely! Should we just *let* the wrongdoers get

away with nonsense and lie down passively? My question to all. All best wishes.
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I don't trust Dr. Malone, or any other, still proclaimed, Virologist (blatantly fake scientist). I am disgusted by the unproven contagion

dogma, most use of (toxic) pharmaceuticals, and most other intrusive 'medical' procedures. A lot of the politics around "medical care"

comes from corrupt "medical care" industry lobbying! The modern medical industry looks quite overdue to be mostly demolished and

replaced by prevention, which would be far better at maintaining health, reducing time and money waste, and waste of other

resources! The 'need' for most invasive procedures, such as surgery and radiation exposure could be signi]cantly reduced by

prevention, with far more selective use.

Prevention can also include the revealing/prosecution of immoral/amoral damage caused by other industries; these industries,

including some industrial farming, some "food" production/distribution, some "drink" production/distribution, harmful EMF/RF

equipment production/distribution/installation, some fuel/energy mining/production, etc.!
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Yes, this is a consciousness-raising opportunity being played out for all to see, if they care to. Others like ostriches, prefer not to

look. Every single pandemic over the past 50 years has been faked, since HIV and maybe earlier.
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How about getting politics out of health sites? Many posters make overtly political statements, and It's not what I come here for. I don't

even live in US.
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I don't agree with getting politics out of health sites though I do agree with the title of the article and getting politics out of

healthcare. I am a US citizen and do come to this site partially for differing political viewpoints from the government. If we could

say what we wanted or believed on other sites without being censored, we wouldn't have to. You can call me George i.e. Carlin.
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No one is forcing you to read the ‘political’ articles … although how can you not care about the politicization of health?
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If we don't talk about violations of liberty the day will come AND SOON that we will no longer be so much as talking about

natural health. Please consider, this is very true. It is Important to talk about politics, and now more so than ever before, and

exactly on health sites! Because the politics of health are hedging on world dictatorship. If we pipe down now, all bets are off,

the takeover will be complete. Surely none of us want this, and I am sure that statement warmly includes you.
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